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group effort
SmithGroup and the Burgess Group come together in Northern Virginia
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Just as psychotherapists prize intelligent
patients, open to the process, architects are
delighted when a client “gets it.” So SmithGroup
was very happy to discover that the Burgess Group,
which specializes in software for Medicare and
Medicaid reimbursements, wouldn’t need a remedial design tutorial. In an early meeting to discuss
the company’s future headquarters in Alexandria,
Virginia, associate Rob Moylan spied the Isamu
Noguchi and Eero Saarinen furniture collected by
Greg Burgess—and got a good feeling. “That’s when
we started getting really excited about this job,”
Moylan recalls. “Plus, he asked a lot of questions,
thoughtful questions.”
While several of those modernist classics came
along to the new space, two blocks away in a building that SmithGroup had completed months before,
Burgess made some big changes overall. Analyzing
the company’s values and work flow, he decided
to transform the coveted corner-office location into
a staff lounge complete with the requisite Wii. The
lounge provides respite for software engineers and research analysts who work long hours—and perhaps some
compensation for anyone pining for the spacious private offices left behind. Burgess himself still has windows,
walls, and a door, but getting most employees out into a bull pen, where they could share ideas, was a key reason
he relocated his fast-growing company.
Technology is king, as evidenced by a design lab that takes up slightly less than half the 17,000-square-foot
floor plate. It’s here that the intense work of writing proprietary code gets done. Staff members sit at long white
benching workstations with low partitions, working silently for the most part, although there’s a palpable sense
of many brains concentrating in one place. The dozens of servers that support this creativity are prominently
displayed in a climate-controlled LAN room nearby.
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Previous spread: SmithGroup divided the staff lounge at the Burgess Group in Alexandria, Virginia,
into two groupings. The first comprises a table by Eero Saarinen and chairs by Charles and Ray Eames,
the second a sofa and an ottoman by Isamu Noguchi and rocking chairs by Thomas Pedersen.
Opposite top: Set off by glass panels from the rest of reception, a Noguchi table sits beneath a Marcel
Wanders pendant fixture. Opposite bottom: Eames chairs surround the conference room’s custom
table, topped by back-painted glass with an inset of rift-cut white oak certified by the Forest
Stewardship Coucil.
Top, from left: The design lab’s workstations are by Bob Wayner. FSC-certified white oak veneers
cubbies nearby. Bottom: Stained-elm flooring, reclaimed from an old barn, flows between the
reception desk, built from soapstone and resin, and a 60-foot-long feature wall tiled in Vermont slate.
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The other side of the floor is bisected by the 60-foot-long reception gallery, which runs between one
zone for executives and administrators and another for sales and support. Both are roughly triangular due
to the far end of the building being sheared off at an angle. The resulting curtain wall faces a Federal-style
brick jail used for slaves until the Civil War, and southwestern sunshine pours in from that side. On most
days, light sensors barely trigger the dimmable ballasts on the linear fixtures—pluses noted in SmithGroup’s
pending application for LEED-CI Platinum certification.
Moylan enhanced reflectivity by using glass back-painted a matte white for the top of the table in the
conference room and paneling in the pantry’s eating-meeting room. These two rooms are largely enclosed
by glass, conveying transparency while providing acoustical privacy. Ditto for the LAN room and the training room. Against all the glass and the other neutrals—brown carpet, soapstone, oak veneer—accents in
the company’s logo colors really pop. Burnt orange highlights the occasional steel beam or column. Apple
green enlivens millwork and upholstery. Walls in privacy rooms, aka “phone booths,” are a muted blue.
In the lab, this color scheme is represented in a mural that could at first be mistaken for a tile mosaic but is
actually a pixelated photo of President Lyndon Johnson signing Medicare into law. For example, Lady Bird’s
blue dress matches the privacy rooms.
Color contrasts reflect and promote the duality of
a company that’s young yet stable, creative yet serious, transparent yet discreet. Materials, meanwhile,
convey authenticity and complexity. Running along
one side of the reception galley, slate tiles cover
an entire wall. Their positions were painstakingly
drafted on a computer before four masons spent two
weeks setting each 3-by-12-inch rectangle just so—
this one flat, that one proud, no broken corners or
overage. “A lot of technical effort went into looking
natural and random,” Moylan says.
A Noguchi table, an Eames stool, Pierre Paulin stools and
chairs, George Nelson benches, and Jasper Morrison lighting
furnish the cork-lined break-out area. It serves as a passage
between the two sides of the design lab.
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A massive expanse of dark slate might sound oppressive, but the raw stone actually feels warm and inviting,
thanks in part to its context. The angled curtain wall at the end of the gallery enables daylight to penetrate practically to the building’s core. Wide elm floorboards, reclaimed barn siding, are stained a toffee color and set on
the diagonal, drawing the eye toward the windows and making the space seem wider. Moylan chose the elm for
its durability. “Stilettos will wreck almost any wood floor,” he notes. As if on cue, two female employees appear
in 6-inch needle heels that would make Sex and the City’s Carrie Bradshaw swoon.

Opposite top: Hiromichi Konno designed the training room’s chairs. Opposite bottom: A pass-through
in the feature wall connects the pantry to the design lab.
Top: A 1965 photo of President Lyndon Johnson signing Medicare into law was enlarged, pixelated,
tweaked to match the company’s logo colors, printed on bamboo paper, and mounted in the design lab.
Bottom, from left: Over the breakfast bar in the pantry hangs a pendant fixture by Ray Power. The conference table from the previous office gets reused in the pantry’s eating-meeting room, where backpainted glass paneling can be scribbled on like whiteboard.

project team
andrew rollman (principal); holly harshman (project architect); patrick green; paul hurt; christine clowes: smithgroup. theobald bufano +
associates: structural engineer. ibs millwork: woodwork.
boatman and magnani: stonework. hitt contracting: general
contractor.
product sources
From front foscarini: lamp (lounge). fredericia furniture:
rocking chairs. vitra: sofa, ottoman. knoll: stools (lounge),
tables (lounge, reception). herman miller: side chairs (lounge),
chairs (conference room, lab), benches (hall, break-out area),
table, wooden stool (break-out area). finelite: linear fixtures
(lounge, lab). through pioneer millworks: flooring (lounge,
reception). through daniel donnelly: credenza (lounge), table
(pantry). hbf: side chairs (reception). flos: pendant fixture
(reception), pendant fixture, lamp (break-out area). wallgold
finger: custom table (conference room). spinneybeck: chair
upholstery. armstrong: ceiling system. nood: custom carpet.
tandus: carpet tile (conference room, lab). focal point: recessed
linear fixtures (conference room, pantry). haworth: work
stations, task lamps (lab). sieling & jones: cubby surfacing.
vermont structural slate company: wall tile (reception).
keilhauer: task chair. 3form: desk panel material (reception),
panel material (pantry). to market: surfacing (break-out area).
artifort: upholstered stools, chairs. maharam: chair fabric.
fritz hansen: chairs (training room). nucraft: tables. forbo:
flooring (training room, pass-through, pantry). designtex:
custom mural (lab). lzf lamps: pendant fixtures (pantry).
cherner chair company: stools. throughout kurt versen:
recessed ceiling fixtures. benjamin moore & co.: paint.
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